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B I R D }I' L I G H T. * 
(Hints to be Obtained f't6trt it :ft);t Use in A viation. j ) 
By Dr. Magnan , P. Sc. 
The flight of birds has long interested minds desiring to 
undeTstand nature, but it is especially in our own day that 
more thorough investjgations have been undertaken, with a view 
to discovering the laws of aerial locomotion peculiar to certain 
groups of animals. In France, as in other cou:qtl'ies, men have 
devoted themselves with enthusiasm to the study of the organs of 
flight of birds in particular and many have already published 
the results of their researches~ some on the wing surfaces and 
some, more rare, on other par t s of the organism of birds util-
ized during flight, such as. the tail and the mus cles of the wing. 
Among the former, we recall the names of Dubochet (1834), 
Prechtl, (1846), De Lucy (1865), Hartings ( 1869 ) , Mouillard 
(1880), Marey (1884), Mullenkoff (1884} and Richet (1909). . 
Among the latter I will mention Legal and Reichel, who studied 
comparative anatomy , in order to determine the relative weight 
of the different wing muscles. 
Although the various authors give us interesting informa-
tion. we should not be obliged to make an exhaustive study of 
all these different sources, as Marey very aptly remarked in 
1890. This great scientist thought that experimental investiga-
tions would be greatly facilitated by a compilation of the scat-
tered data. In fact, the various interpretations had not, up 
to that time:1 enabled the ded.uction of general laws. There were 
many facts which had not then been observed~ but which could not 
however be disregarded. 
It was just because no rollective study had been made of the 
characteristics of birds and their relation to the kind of 
flight, that I was led quite naturally, mOTe than ten years ago, 
to devote myself to the problem of the adaptation of the organs 
of birds to their aerial life, as a result of the researches I 
had already made on the influence of the surrounding medium on 
the internal and external morphology of vertebrates. 
Oonvinced that the plas ti c body of the bird, with its "fuse-
lage" and supporting surfaces, can only be the result of the 
moulding action of the air, which offers considerable head resis-
tance, I tackled the problem with an unusual breadth of view and 
extended my researches to more than 500 birds, from large specieE, 
like the rhea? lammergeier, albatros and great bustard, to very 
small birds, such as wrens. I have thus collected 17,000 numeT-
ical data, which have given me nearly 30,000 ratios. Though, in 
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this respect, I have done work of a biological nature; like many 
of my predecessors, I hav~" dti t he other hand, been the first to 
de~onstr.ate that the conoluSions obtained from studying the char-
aoteristics of biTds can +ead to p~actical applications in avia-
tion and that they can suggest many ideas fo~ the construction of 
airplanes and the d etermina tion of their shape. 
While measuring and dissecting birds, I carefully observed 
the manner of fli ght of the various species I was studyingo 
This is evidently an essential condition for the successful study 
of the adaptation of birds to all the oonditions of aerial life~ 
For this purpose, I have traversed plains, visi ted woods, skir.ted 
the sea shore ~ and made ocean voy~ges. I have even gone to Tunis 
and Tripoli, in the endeavor to ascertain the ma.nner of flight of 
each species. I cannot give the details of these observations 
here, but will, however, state the conclusions I have drawn from 
them .. 
I soon found that birds employ many kinds of flight, but I 
consider it reasonable, if we would not complicate the problem, 
to reduce these kinds to two types, flapping and soaring, remem-
bering that) .vhile we have in nature all degrees of transi tion 
from one to the other, one of them predominates for each kind of 
bird~ 
Flapping flight consists in successive blows of the wings, 
this method being employed more or less, a ccord.ing to the spec-
ies. All the carinatae are capable of flapping their wings and 
can support themselves in the air by this means. It has long 
been known that nearly all birds, before rising, endeavor to ac-
quire a preliminary speed by running on the gro~md with their 
heads to the wind, like the vulture, the stork alld the busta rd, 
or on the water, like the albatros, or by dropping from an ele-
vated place~ like the goshawk and the martins, or by jumping to 
a sufficient height in comparison with their size, like t he small 
waders, the gallinae and s parrows. At this instant, all species 
flap more or less violent l Y:l in order to acquire al ti tude. 
A large number of spe des belongi ng to all the grou.ps j from 
the raptores to the palmi pldes, employ flapping fli ght exclusive-
ly. For many, this manner of flight is habitua l and is practical-
ly continuous. Some b i rds, after attaining sufficient altitude, 
cease flapping and glide through the air. g os t s wallows fly thus, 
They have a peculjar kind of fJ.ight, consisti ng of alternate pel.'-
iods of rapid flapping and complete cessation of flapping. When 
the speed acquired, se ems suffi cient to the bird, be closes his .... ,: .. .. 
wings and shoots through the air like an arrow. 
Other birds, like the gallinae and ma:rtins~ after a series 
of strong r a pid strokes, hold their wings zigidly extended and 
glide for a short space of time, There are other birds capable 
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of gliding for a comparat irelY 10bg petiod of tirnS. Such are all 
the species prbvided with arge wtrtgs, like birds of prey, large 
waders and long-winged, web-footed birds. They flap their wings 
much less frequently than the members of the other groups . Their 
wing strokes are always made slowly and but few in succession. 
Generally, as soon as they have attained a more or less elevated 
position, according to the species, they glide with their wings 
outspread at right angles to their bodies. Thus they describe 
successive circles, each a little lower than the last. This 
gliding flight is executed even in still air. 
We see from the above statements that all birds flap more or 
less and glide more or less and that it is not necessary to sep-
arate the two kinds of flighto They are, in fact> only two dif-
ferent phases of the same manner of aerial locomotion, one phase 
being utilized more than the other by the bird during the course 
of its flight, according to the different conformations of the 
various species, a s clearly demonstrated by my investigations. 
Gliding flight, of whatever length, during which the bird 
loses altitude, must not be confounded with soaring flight. The 
latter may be continuous, but requires for its production, at 
least according to my personal observations, the existence of a 
more or less strong wind and its action against the under side 
of the wings .. 
I hold the opinion that there are two kinds of soaring 
flight. In one kind the bird utilizes ascending currents, the ~ 
wind having been forc ed to ascend by encountering a mountain, for 
example, or as a result of the air becoming heated near the -"" "_ 
ground. Birds of prey often practioe soaring flight, like the 
eagle in the mountains and the vulture over the desert. Wi th 
their wings wide open, they can thus rise in the air till lost to 
view, generally in a s piral motion, without flapping their wings. 
In the other case, the bird mounts on the wind {whiCh may be hor-
izontal) while facing it. With his wings more or less extended, 
according to the strength of the wind, he does not give a single 
stroke, but merely balances, in order to maintain his equilibri-
um. By means of this wind he acquires altitude , his ascent al-
ways being quite slow. In order to hold any desired direction, 
he uses his tail as a rudder . He also uses it as an elevator, 
if the wind has a tendency to upset him. When the bird, which 
never flies at a great altitude under these conditions, ceases to 
face the wind (af ter a t urn , for example), he makes a swift 
g lide with the wind behind him and wings outspread, thereby los-
ing in altitude. In soaring flight, there are accordingly t 0 
phases. The first corresponds to the first phase of flapping 
flight with the difference that a soaring bird, in contradistinc-
tion to a flapping bird, makes no effort to raise himself and 
finds the force required for his elevation not in the muscles of 
his body, but in the surrounding medium. The second phase, on 
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the contrary ~ is the same in both methe·ds of fl igh t, sj nee hoth 
the soaring and the fla,pping bird utili2le ahd eOrtlc·ine two forces, 
the force of gravity and t"le re8istanee ofIp-red by t:l'lG9L:- to 
their fall~ acoo!.'ujng to the area of "their supporting sU:.t'fe..ces, 
for the purpose of controll:tng "Ghe speE::d of t1~cnr de ~} Cf;[l t. 
Good soaring bird:1, wh5.ch fJy agai~st the wind" can maintain 
themselves in the ai~ for a long time without giving a single 
stroke with their wiiJe;s. It has seemed. to me that birds made 
their best flights when the wind appeared to "an observer on the 
ground. to be continuous, but reinforced at intervals by squalls, 
This kind of soaring flight can be employed only by certain spe-
cies having a spe cial conformation, of which I will speak far-Gher 
on. Among birds of this type are the albatros, frigate bird, 
gannet, petrels and gulls. For soaring flight , the three former 
species do not require a strong wind. The two latter families, 
on the contrary, seldom practice soaring flight without a strong 
wind. 
The flapping bird also utilizes the wind. He can also make 
soaring fli@lts in the theoretical sense of the term, but since 
his conformation does not enable him to be ··a true soarer, he only 
utilizes the wind to diminish his efforts in flapping. Thus the 
small waders and quails, whi ch possess characteristics recalling 
in miniature those of the gannets and gulls, succeed in flying 
across long stretches of sea in their migrations, for which their 
own motive power would be insufficient. 
This introduction was necessary, in order to call attention 
to the differences in the organs of flight of the different class-
es of birds. These differences I will now proceed to explain. 
As a result of my investigations of the various methods of 
flight employed by birds, I have been led to classify them in 
thirteen groups. 
I.- Raptores, day, soarers, which seldom flap their wings 
and, for the most part, practice soaring flight with ascending 
wind: vultures, lammergeiers, eagles, buzzards, hawks and ospreys. 
11.- Raptores, day, flapper-gli~ers) capable of making quite 
long glides, but which ascend or fly horizontally only by more or 
less rapid strokes of their wings: falcons" goshawks and sparrow 
hawks~ 
III.- Raptores, night, flapper-glide~s~ which only flap their 
wings very slowly and can glide in a remarkable fashion: ow1s. 
1V.- Palmipedes, soarers, which, without effort, fly against 
the wind for flours at a t:'me, with only an occasional stroke of 
their wings: albatros, frigate-bird, gannet, petrels and gullS. 
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v.- Corvidae, f14pp~r~gl~~ers: crows, blackbirds, magpies. 
VI.- Grallae, flapper~gliders: herons, storks, cranes, bit-
terns. 
VII.- Passeres, fla1Jper-gliders: night-hawks, martins, swallows 
Quite long glides, frequently interrupted by flapping flight. 
VIII. - Passeres) flappers: most small birds which flap rapidly, 
shoot ahead, like an arrow, with their wings partially closed and 
then resume flapping. 
IX.- Grallae, flappers! bustards, sand-pipers, plovers, lap-
wlngs. 
X.- Oolumbae, flappers: pigeons. 
XI.- Gallinae, flappers: grouse, partridges. 
XII. - Palmipedes, swimmer-flappers: geese and ducks, which flar 
rapidly, never glide and only hold their wings extended in alight-
ing. 
XIII. - Palmipedes ;~' diver -flappers: which seldom fly and which 
must be separated from the swimmers for this reas on and also on 
account of their adaptation to life in the water. 
With the aid of the above classification, it is possible to 
explain the differences discovered in birds, when studying the 
characteristics of their organs of flight. Of the latter, the 
wings appear, at first thought, to be the most important. Hence 
the study of the wing areas has given r is e to numerous treatises. 
The ratio of the area of the wing to the weight of the body has 
for a long time ,drawn the attention of scientists interested in 
bird flight. 
Dubochet was the first to show that, among birds of the same 
shape and manner of flight, but of different sizes, the smallest 
has the largest relative wing surface. 
Mouillard, by like comparisons, arrived at the following con-
clusion: 
"The relative surface area required by a bird for a given 
kind of flight d:i.minishes with the increase in weight of the bird!' 
Some s'ci,entists even now assume that the various species of 
birds are provided with wing areas, which vary inversely as the 
weights of their bodies and this fact seems to constitute for 
many writers one of the most important and difficult problems to 
solve. It has even been thought that its solution would be one 
of the most useful discoveries for aerial navigation~ 
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In taking up the study of t he wing area of birds, instead of 
calculating the area geometricaily like rnbs·t of my predece~8ors, 
I obtained it as accurately as possible by spreadlrtg the wlngs c on 
paper ruled in square millimeters. I then drew their outline8, 
includj.ng the digitated spaces frequently oCCUl'riJ.1g at the ene: of 
certai n wings . I was thus able to obtaln qui te accuratelY the 
actual area of the wings in square centimeters. 
I first divided these actual areas, expressed in square cen-
ti''rleters, by the weight of the b ody, expressed in gr.ams. I then 
found the wing area per kilogram of the weight of the bird.. The 
following are the mean results for the various classes of b~rds. 
Grallae, flapper-gliders 
Palmipides, soarers 
Raptores, day, soarers 
Palmipides, swimmer-flappers 
Palmipides, diver-flappers 
Gallinae, flappers 
Raptores, night, flapper-
gliders 
Raptores, day, flapper-gliders 
Columbae, flappers 
Corvidae, flapper-gliders 
Grallae, flappers 
Passeres, flapper-gliders 
Pass eres, flappers 
Av. wt. of 00.<:1:1. 
kg. pounds 
2.6141:" 
1. 6084 
1. 4027 
.9666 
.8368 
.6990 
. 5307 
.4137 
. 3263 
.3256 
.2469 
.0350 
.0347 
5.763 
3. 546 
3.092 
2, 131 
1. 845 
1. 541 
1.170 
O. 912 
0.719 
0. 718 
O. 544 
0.0?7 
0.0765 
W i !l1;.g , 
in sq. dm, 
per kg. 
of bird 
20. 3 
21 . 3 
34. 4 
9. 2 
7.4 
10. 4 
40. 8 
27. 5 
17.9 
28.6 
22, 7 
62.6 
52. 1 
A.r e a 
in. sq. in. 
per lb. 
of bil'd 
142.72 
149.75 
241 . 85 
64.68 
52. 03 
73.10 
286. 85 
193. 33 
125.83 
201. 07 
159.60 
440, 11 
366. 30 
Fro~ the above table i t ~av seem to follow that there is an 
inverse ratio between the wing 3.rea per kilogram and the '7eight 
of the body. It would also appear that this ratio does not vary 
in a simple manner. M the most, it may be said in a gene ral way 
that la.rge birds have smaller wings in prorortion to their eight 
than small birds. This statement is, moreover, contrary to cur-
rent observation. In fact, if. we consider a quail and. a screech-
owl, it,is ,eVident that the latter has the ~ar.ger wings, though 
the ratlo Just referred to would give the ~ntrary r esult. We 
~ay.say therefore that this result has no sjgnificance, but that 
lt ~s the consequence of mathematical expedients. In fact, the 
rat~o 
Wing area 
Weight of body 
is not homogeneous. It is a function of a linear dimension of the 
bird. Hence the larger this linear dimension, the smaller the 
ratio in question. 
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The simple study of this ratio would present little of inter-
est, if it di d not render it possible to show that, in spite of 
the mathematical expedient, it is posslble to explain in part the 
real differences in wing surface in trw diffel'ent types, For ·thi : 
plil.'pose, it Buff ices to compare, in the above tab l e, the groups 0 : 
mean weights which are the nearest alike. 'rhus the palrui pides 
swimmer-flappers (geese and ducks) have four tim88 less wi-:;.~ a,rea 
per kilogram than the scaring day raptf):c'es (vu1tu.i:es and ea31es ), 
al though weighing, on the average, nearly twi ce au Ii t·sJ.e. 1'he 
same is true of the day flapper-glider raptoI'es (goshawks and 
fal cons) and the flapper colulllbae (pigeons) . Note that the· la tte )' 
whi ch, if the law of inversion were corre ct, should possess the 
largest wing area per kilogram~ have, on the contrary, the least. 
Consequently we can affi:r.m that, in spite of the mathematical 
expedient employed, the fJ.apper - glider day raptores have much more 
wing area than the swimmer--flapper palmipedes aild flapper colu.l'TI-
bae. I have demonstrated this by another method. I considered it 
necessary to compare one a,rea wi th another and thus obtain homo-
geneous ratios, as had previously been done by Pretchtl and others 
who compared the square root; of the wing area with the cube root 
of the weight" I preferred to compare the actual wj ng area of the 
birds, expressed in squa:re centimeters, with the surface of .the 
body calculated by the formula 
'ip-a -
P being expressed in grams. Under these conditions, we obta.in 
ratios of the relative surface a~eas, which are more readily com-
pared, are homo geneous J B,nd have an indisputable value. Moreover, 
we shall see farther along that this method makes it possible to 
determine the 1deD..1 d.i~,;:msions of ail'~le,!1eG capable of sustaining 
themselves in the air by soaring or glid~ng like birds. 
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Here are the average results which I found for the differ-
ent classes of birds: 
Raptores, day, soarerS 
Raptores, night, 
flapper-gliders 
Grallae, flapper-
gliders 
Palmipides, soarers 
Passeres, flapper-
gliders 
Corvidae, flapper-II 
Raptores, day, flapper 
gliders 
Passeres, flappers 
Grallae, flappers 
Columbae, flappers 
Palmipedes, swimmer-
flappers 
Gallinae, flappers 
Palmipedes, diver-
flappers 
Av. vv t. 
in 
kg. 
1. 4027 
O. 5307 
2.6141 
1. 6084 
0.0350 
O. 3256 
O. 4137 
0.0347 
0.2469 
O. 3263 
0.9666 
0.6990 
0.8368 
of body 
in 
pounds 
3.092 
1. 170 
5.763 
3. 546 
0.077 
0.718 
0,912 
0. 0765 
0.544 
0.719 
2.131 
1. 541 
1. 845 
Ratio of 
wing area Weight of . ~ings 
in in 
. 't o grams OllDces 
area peil.' kg. per lb. 
of body of bird of bird 
26.7 227.8 3.64 
25.2 195.4 3. 13 
23.8 186. 5 2.98 
21. 3 189.0 3.02 
19.0 152. 2 2.44 
19.0 143.7 2. 30 
18.1 180.8 2.89 
14,3 108.5 1. 67 
12, .4 113 •. 1 1.81 
11. 9 141. 2 2. 26 
8,5 105.8 1. 69 
8 . . 1 91.7 1. 47 
6. 4 81.5 1. 30 
We see that the ratio of the wing area to the surface area of 
the body varies greatly for the different types} the extremes be-
ing 6.4 and 26.7. The average figures may va~y .with the nunber of 
birds examined. They are correct for the weights given. In any 
event, they would be very neal' those contained in the table, e.ven 
if the weights were different. 
I wished to find also the actual surface area of the body of 
the bird in square centimeters. For this purpose, I adopted a 
novel method. I made a heavy paint by mixing 26 grams of :white 
lead with 100 g. of linAeed oil. I covered the body of the bird 
wi th this paint. It sufficed to weight·the picked body before and 
after painting, in order to find the exact weight P of the paint 
applied. By weighing beforehand a piece of s kin (one decimeter 
square, for example) and covering it with the same paint, I found 
a weight p representing t he quantity of paint required to cover 
a square decimeter of skin. All that was now necessa.ry was to. di-
vide the ~eight P by the weight p to obtain the exact area of 
the body S in sq.:om. On dividing the actu.a l area of the wings 
by S, I obtained ratios identical with those of the foregoing 
table, 
According to all the evidence, therefore, birds are unequally 
equipped with supporting surface. Those which have the largest r el-
ati ve supporting surface are soarers 01' good gliders. In fact, they 
are able to make soaring or gliding flights of long duration, just 
, 
because they are so well equf\pi:>ed. A g?od glider behaves like an 
ai:rplane provided with large *lngs which, with the engine stopped 
descends slowly, with the inclination of its trajectory dependent 
on its quaIl ties ahd wing s~ction. 
Large soaring birds, like the palmipedes which utilize hort-
zontal flight, have a smaller wing area than the soaring raptores. 
which utilize ascending air currents and consequently require a 
larger wing area for more efficacious action. 
On the contrary, the groups with a small relative wing area 
are all continuous flappers. Some, like the galltnae, can make 
short glides, when their speed is great enough~ They find them-
selves, therefore, under the same conditions, at the moment of 
alighting, as certain small swift airplanes like the one used by 
Sadi Lecointe. Others, like the flapper passeres, i.e. most small 
birds, do not glide at all. As soon as th~y have acquired a high 
speed by a series of rapid strokes J they fold their wings agains 'l'; 
their body, but their supporting surface does not become absolut~­
ly zero. It is simply ten times as small as in flapping flight 
and only serves to balance the body in its forward motion, until 
its speed has so far decreased that the bird must resume flapping , 
in order to avoid falling. For a brief period, the bird passes 
through the air like a projectile and describes, like the latter, 
a sort of ballisti c curve. In shoTt, below a relative wing area 
of 16, true gliding becomes impossible and continuous flapping 
flight is alone possible, this being so much the shorter and more 
defective, as the wing area is more reduced. For this reason, thE 
gallinae and diving palmipedes fly but little and spend most of 
their time on the ground or in tbe water. 
It is possible to show in a still more striking manner the 
differences in the wing areas of the various classes of birds. 
For this purpose, I took photographs of wings and reduced them to 
the dimensions they would have if each bird weighed only one gra~, 
Figure 1 shows the variations in wing area. This method , which i~ 
strictly accurate, facilitates the comprehension of the differ-
ences which would appear even without this expedient, It shows 
the relative wing area for ea ch type. It is obvj.ous that this me-
chanical process gives the same classification as obtalned by tak-
ing the mean ratio of the wing area to the area of the body~ in 
the various groups. 
I have also found the weights of the wings of all the birds 
I have studied and determ1ned the ratios of these weights to the 
weights of the bodies.. 'l'he mean values obtained are gi ven in t he 
foregoing table. The class ification, whi ch gives the relat1ve 
weight of the wings ~ re:r;,r' oduces, on the whole, the one fUTnisl1ed 
by the relative surf3.ce of the wings; which proves that my method 
of analysis is a good one. Anyway, it may be noted that certain 
wings appear more or less li ght or heavy_ A detailed examination 
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of the figures shows, in fact" that for the sa.me wing area, the 
soarers have very heavy wings j ~s also certc:J.n flappel's, like; the 
columbae, or certain flapper-gllders, like gosIn;viks.. 0 1"_ t:'-1e co~­
trary, other groups, suCh as the grallae and flapper pass81'es, 
have very light wings. 
• 
Nevertheless, there is one characteristic, designated in 
aviation by the name of "load," which represents the n~ber of 
kilograms lifted per square meter of lifting surface, which our 
statistics do not show~ 
. . 
The load, the ratio of weight to area, is not a number. It 
conserve~ a linear dimension of the airplane or bird considered 
and .can consequently serve for legitimate comparisons only be-
tweert airplanes or birds of like size. .' 
As regards airplanes J when they are of neatly the same weigh'i 
this comparison is an int~resting one to make. But if it is a 
question of comparing, ·without precautions, the . load of an air-
plane with that of a bird ten times as smal~. pr that of an eagle 
with that of a bumming-bird j we run the risk Of , co~@itting very 
great errors and. for example~ 'of being led t .o conclude, . as bas 
already happened, that the largest birds are the most poorly equil 
ped for flight, which is manifestly incorrect·. 
Nevertheless, for comparison with airpl ?tnes J it wO\lld per--
haps be useful to determine the value of the ·loads'. In each class 
I have found the average total weight and the average load sup-
ported per square meter. These are given in the first two columns 
of the following table. 
Grallae, flapper- . 
gl:;iders 
Palmipede~) soarers 
Raptores, day, 
. soarers 
Palmipedes,swimmer-
flappers 
Palmipedes, diver-
flappe rs 
Gallinae, flappers 
Raptores, night, 
flapper-gliders 
Raptpres, ,day, 
flapper-gliders 
Columbae', flappers 
Corvidae, flapper-
gliders 
Grallae~ flappe~s 
Passeres, flapper-
gb.ders 
Passeres ~ fl appers 
Av. wt. 
of body 
in kg. 
2.6141 
1. S084 
1. 4027 
.9666 
.8368 
.6990 
,5307 
.4137 
.3263 
.)3256 
" 2·~69 
.0350 I 
.0347 I 
Load PIS 
in kg. in Ibs. 
5. 5 12.13 
7.0 15. 43 
3.7 8.16 
11.1 24.47 
15.0 33~ 07 
10.6 23, 37 
2.8 6.17 
3.9 8,60 
5.6 12. 35 
3.5 7.72 
4.8 10. 58 
1.5 3.01 
2.5 5. 51 
iK~ KE 33 KE K S S 
in kg, in Ibs. 
1.0 1. 00 5. 5 12.13 
1. ~ 1. 17 8, 1 17 -88 
1_8 1. 21 4. 4 9.70 
2.7 1_~9r_ 15. 4 33.95 
3.1 1 ... 4-5 21. 7 47.84 
3.7 1. 54 16. 3 35.94 
4.9 1. 69 4. 7 10. 36 
6. 3 1.84 7.1 15.65 
8.0 2.00 11. 2 24. 69 
8.0 2.00 7.0 15.4:1 
10.5 2. 18 10,4 22.93 
74.6 4.20 6. 3 13.89 
75.3 4.22 10.7 23.59 
The birds being arranged ih decreasing average weights, it 
would be quite natural, after what we have explained, to e~pect 
also an arrangement by decreasing loads, Now, this decrease , of 
load is not manifest. There is therefore one phenomenon, WhlCh 
the arithmetical expedient mentioned does not cover. 
As I have already said, the comparison of the loads is legit-
imate for birds of like size. Now, supposing that all birds have 
the same density, which is sufficiently accurate, and the same or 
similar shape (which is not sufficiently accurate) and letting 
Pl' I1, 1§ • ••• Pn 
represent the different average weights J the expressions 
K Pl P1 - K - = v , - 3 1, P
a 
.'2 P
3 
4 ••• 
P1 = K Pn n 
give us such values for 
the weight pa. by Ka., 
K tbat, if, for example, we multiply 
we wi ll obtain Pl. 
In the same manner, with the given hypotheses, if we multiply 
an area Sa. by the coefficient JKa.2 , we will obtain Sl' 
the same surface in the first group of birds, 
In the same way again, if we multiply a length La. by the 
3 /"' 
coefficient .; K a., we will find L1 " the same dimension in 
the first group of birds. 
Such being the case, the load PIS is a certain number N 
multiplied by a linear dimension L, so that in a general way, 
if the birds were similar and if the law of Hartings were correct, 
we would have 
Ka pa. 
2 Ka.:;Sa. 
= y;;Po. Ka -
Sa. 
I then calculated the coeffiCients K and ~Ka., multi -
plied each load by the corresponding coefficient and found, last-
ly, the numbers in the last column of the foregoing table, which 
give the loads supported by the wings of the different orders of 
birds, reduced to the same size of body, i.e. to about the size 
of a bird with a span of one meter. 
The loads are necessarily uneq~al. 
ables the following classification. 
Groul2.§. . 
Raptores, day, soarers 
Raptores, night~ flapper"'gliders 
Grallae , flapper-gliders 
Pass eres, n 
Corvidae, " 
Rapto:res, day, It 
Palmipides, soarers 
Grallae, flappers 
Passeres, II 
Co1umbae, II 
Pa1mipides, s wjmmer-f1appers 
Gallinae, fle.ppers 
Palmipides, di ver~.flappers 
Their consideration en-
Load 
~ n : . .-~. -1.-:-. n-
. . r ...3 ... ", I k ·/ .1>)..2 k-g, ffi -. ~'~Jt3- -:r.1J 
4, 4 
4. 7 
5. 5 
6. 3 
7.0 
7. 1 
8,1 
10.4 
10.7 
11. 2 
15.4 
16~ 3 
21. 7 
0.90 
0.96 
1. 13 
L 29 
1. 43 
1. 45 
1. 66 
2. 13 
2. 19 
2.29 
3. 15 
3 . 34 
4. 44 
It is interesting to note that, if the present airplanes 
were similaJ:ly reduced to the same size as the above, i. e. to the 
size of a bird with a span of one meter, certain groups of birds 
would be fotL"Tld to carry a considel'ably heavier load. Thus an air-
p l ane of ten meters spa n , carryjng 40 kg. per square meter, re-
duced to a span of one meter, would not carry more than 4 kg. per 
square meter. A palmiped diver-flapper of ten meters span would 
support 217 kg. per square mete~. 
It is, mo re over, possible to compare birds with airplanes 
more accurately and to de JcGl'tllne th o;'; varil")us IDads by the method 
I have 8!l!ploye.--i for birds alone. For ttis 12~~:fP0se I calculat0d 
the loads., the coefficients K and the:1 VK for certain mono-
planes, exhibj.ted at the last aeronaut ic show, and for cettain 
birds "~l.Ving a chara ct(~ris tic method. of flight. I then m111 tipl~.ed 
each real, load by ~JK and obtainDd the loads sup:;Jorted by the 
various ail'pla:les and birds, reduced to approximately the same 
size. These numbers are given in the following table. 
Load Load 
Weight Load PIS K jK Y-p K-S ~ K.!:.. S 
Ernoul in kg. in Ibs . in kg. in Ib8~ kg . Ibs. 
Honopl ane 2990,000 6591. 81 46.0 101. 41 1 1.0 46.0 101. 41 
Hanriot " (racer) 
750.000 1653.47 106.0 233.69 4 1.5 159, 0 350. 53 
Albatros 8.502 18.74 13.6 29.98. 351 7.0 95.2 209.88 (palmipedes) 
soarer 
Lammergeier 5. 385 11. 87 7.2 15.87 557 8.2 59.0 130.07 (Raptores, 
soarer) 
Grouse (G3.1- 1. 890 4.17 17. 4 38. 36 1582 11. 6 201. 8 444, 89 
linae, fla)- . 
23.4/ 
per 
Guillemot 1. 010 2. 23 51. 59 2960 14.3 334.6 737,67 (Palmipedes flapper) 
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We find that ihe la~m~tgbier, which often utilizes an ascend-
ing wind for soaring flight, and the alba~ros, which flies 
against the wind in a remarkable manner fur hours at a time with 
scarcely a stroke of its wings, carry much more pe~ square meter 
than. the first monoplane, though less thc;.n the racer. The gro-u.se, 
which at certain moments of its flight m~y be compared to the 
Hanriot monoplane, ":'Vhile gliding just befcl'e aligh''Ging, for in-
stance, supports a greater load than the latter airplane. The 
gUillemot, a diver capable of short flights due to the rapidity 
of its wing strokes, is the most powerful. Having very small 
wings for the size of its body, I consider it as supporting the 
largest load of any bird, its PIS being 23.4 kg, while the aver-
age for the species of its group is only l5 kg. 
All the birds I have e~amined only repr-esent empty airplanes> 
while I have considered the total weight of the monoplanes in fly-
ing order. A oird can, in fact, lift much more than its own 
weight and its supporting power is much greater than indicated in 
the foregoing table. 
One dimension of birds~ the length, seems to me worthy of 
careful study, since it corresponds to the length of the fuselage 
of an airplane. It does not, however, appear to have interested 
biologists at all. I measured this length in centimeters f~om 
the end of the beak to the tip of the tail, by plaCing the bird 
in the flying position with its ne~k extended. I divided this 
dimension (which, by itself, is of no value, due to the extre~e 
variations in size of the bodies of birds) by the cube root of 
the weight, P being expressed in grams, in order to obtain hom-
ogeneous and comparable ratios. I found that, proportionally, 
thl'3 lengths of the body do not vary greatly among birds and that 
they are closely related to the length of the neck and tail. In 
the group in which the latter organs are both short, the body of 
the bird is short8st~ It is from one to two fifths longer, when 
one or the other of these organs is abnormally elongated. Such 
is the case, for example, with the grallae flapper-gliders, like 
the herons, which hav'e long necks, or the passeres flapper-
gliders, like the swifts, which have long tails. This is shown 
very clearly in the following table, in which I have also giverr 
the relative span in the different groups. 
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Mean Bat io ofiRatio of Relative 
weight span to span to length of 
in grams cube length body 
root of of body 
weight 
-----
Raptores, day, soarers 1402.7 1 4.9 2.38 6.1 
Palmipides " 1608.4 14.9 2.33 6.4 Raptores, night, flapper-
2. 59 5. 2 gliders 530.7 l3~ 8 
Grallae, flapper-gliders 2614.1 13.5 1.83 7. 3 
Passeres n 35.0 12.9 1.97 6. 5 
Raptores, day, 
" 
413.1 12.0 2.10 5.6 
Corvidae 
" 
325.6 11. 3 1.79 6. 3 
Grallae, flappers 246.9 10.2 1. 84 5. 6 
Passeres fI 34. 7 .9.5 1.61 5.9 
Columbae 
" 
326. 3 9. 5 1. 80 5. 2 
Palmipides, swimmer-flappers 966. 6 9.1 1. 65 5,4 
II diver-flappers 836.8 8.2 1. 57 5. 1 
Gallinae,. flappers 699.0 7.6 1.58 4.8 
The length and width of the wings have received very little 
attention. The span alone has been considered by a few writers. 
• 
On examining the classification given by the span measured 
in centimeters and divided by the cube root of the weight, we 
find it to be nearly identical with the classification furnished 
by the ?ling surface dJiv1ded by the cube root of the weight raised 
to the second power. The differences revealed by the figures are 
still more striking, if the types are redu0ed to the size of a 
bird weighing one gram, as I have done in Figures '2 and .x 
The species represented were all photographed in t he same position 
at the instant when the action of the air under the wings was 
practically zero, while the wings were being raised. 
Certain groups, like the soaring palmipides, are distinguish-
ed more by the span than by the area of their wings, i.e. by long 
narrow wings. I wil l discuss this point farther on. 
There is, however, one objection that may be made to these 
results, namely, that the dimensions of a bird- are compared with 
the cube root of the weight of its body, because this weight var-
ies in a given indi vidual. For instance, a bird weighs more be-
fore, than after a migration, In order to overcome this objec-
tion~ I compared the span with the length of the body of eacn spe c-
imen, it being evident that these two dimensions aLe intimately 
associated with each other. The mean figures obtained by this 
method are classified in the same manner, but there appear here 
several discrepancies, due to differences already mentiDned in 
the length of the body. 
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The observations I have been able to ma}~e regarding th.e 
width of the 'lVings are no lesa ~ interesting. In ol'der to have fi f..' 
ures for comparison; I measured the width of the wings at the 
:point of articulation of the t1handfl and then compared it to the 
length of the body and to the c1.1be roo t of the weight. I als(\ . 
endeavored to ascertain the acu.i ty of the wings by di viding tb cn:'~ 
span by their width. The mean figures obtai-;'1ed are given l:p: the 
following table. 
Series A. 
Raptores, 
Raptores, 
gliders 
Corvidae, 
Passeres, 
Raptores, 
gliders 
columbae, 
Gallinae, 
Passeres, 
day, soarers 
night, flapper-
flapper-gliders 
flappers 
day, flapper 
flappers 
" flapper-gliders 
Series B. 
Grallae, flapper-gliders 
Grallae, flappers 
Palmlpedes, soarers 
" swimmer-flappers 
" diver-flappers 
Mean 
weight 
in grams 
1402.7 
530.7 
325.6 
34.7 
413.1 
326.3 
699.0 
35.0 
2614.1 
246.9 
1608.4 
966.6 
836.8 
Ratio of 
wiCith of 
wing to 
cube 
root of 
weight 
0.39 
0.46 
O. 37 
0.36 
O. 35 
0.33 
0.30 
0.29 
0_ 30 
O. 27 
0.26 
0.19 
0.19 
Ratio of 
width of 
wing to 
length 
of body 
2.52 
2. 49 
2.43 
2 •. 17 
2 .. 06 
1. 75 
1.50 
1. 95 
2.25 
1.55 
1. 65 
1 .. 24 
1. 03 
Acui ty. 
Ratio of 
span to 
width of 
wing. 
50 9 
5 .. S 
4.6 
4.4 
5.8 
5.4 
5.0 
6. 7 
5.9 
6. 5 
9.2 
7. 3 
7.8 
We find that, as regards the width and acuity of their wings~ 
birds fall into two series. 
1. Series A, in which the wings are wide and the acuity 
small. This series consists of land birds (flapper-gliders~ flap-
pers, or soarers) which utilize ascending winds . 
2. Series B, composed of aquatic birds, accustomed to living 
in regions of strong vinds and to utilizing horizontal winds as 
an aid to flight and even for soaring. In this series, the indi-
viduals have narrow wings of great aCUity, whatever the manner of 
flight. Under these conditions, it would seem that the action of 
the air currents is the cause of this narrowing of the wings, or 
rather that narrow wings a re necessary for flying in such a medi-
um. As regal'ds the passeres flapper-gliders ~ another re3.son must 
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be sought to explairt thei r C0nformation, which is similar to that 
of the marine soar ers. 
Each g!'oup of birds is therefore distinguished by certain di. · 
mensions and a particular fo!'rn of wing" Hj.therto we have been 
contented to designate the dif ferent s hapes cf bird wings by the 
terms obtuse , sub-obtuse~ a cute, super-acute , sub-acute. There 
have, however~ been only V8=y slight and r are attempts to inter-
pret and classify these morpho~ogical terms . 
Figures 4 ' and 5 show the various wing shapes I have encoun-
tered. They are reduced to the dimensions they would have on 
birds weighing one gram ~nd show their relative sizes. 
I consider the typical shape as oval or elliptical. . The 
wings of the day-soaring raptores are divided at their tlps, a s a 
result of the sudden narrowing of the long feathers. Thi s fringed 
appearance seems to be caused by t he action of the aiT during 
strokes and by the tubes of flow while soaring on an ascending 
windo Similarly f r inged wing~ a r e possessed in fact by other 
groups like the large-winged grallae, which (especially the flap-
pers and gliders) sometimes practice soaring flight, and the nigijt 
flapper-glider raptores , which fly by slow flapping or by silent 
gliding. 
Other birds, which occasionally flutter along the rocks like 
butterflies, such as the tichodrome, or which fly hardly a t all, 
l ike the troglody tes, have almost round wings. On t he other hand, 
b irds which always flap their wings quite rapidly, have more or 
l ess thin wings, according to the rapidity of their strokes , the 
wings assuming on this account, a more or less pointed shape. 
On most of the passeres, columbae and gallinae, it is the part 
called the tip, i.e. the portion of the wing beyond the wrist, 
which alone tapers. The wing then assumes an oval shape, with the 
broad end next the body. On the gallinae, moreover, the long 
feathers separate at their ~ips, as on the soaring raptores. 
On the flapper-glider day raptores, which flap their wings 
in flying and make but lit t le use .of the wind for supporting them-
selves in the air, t he wings become more pointed as the strokes 
become more rapid. Al l the transitions from the pOi nted wing are 
found only in the region of the tip, even to the sickle-shaped 
wings of the hobby-hawks (falco subbuteo) which flap rapidly, af-
ter the manner of swallows and swifts. . The latter J passeres 
flapper-gliders~ have very tapering wings~ as much more pointed as 
their motions are more rapid. 
The influence of the rapidity of t he strokes on the shape of 
the wings is so great that the humming birds, which flap so rapid-
ly their wings seem t o vibrate J all have wings resembling sickles. 
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The tapered form also occurs in other groups of birds# all 
palmipedes in general and most of the small grallae, but the 
cause of the tapering in the ~atter case is quite different. It 
resides in the action of the air currents in wi1ich these species 
fly, the effe at of which is to dimini sh the wing chord to such a 
point that certain soarers, lj.ke thb albat-::·o~~ , are supported by 
surfaces comparable to narrow wands. All aquatic birds, which 
fly under these conditions, have narrow poin'i;ed wings, whether 
their method of fl:5.gb.t is by flapping or soaring. These condi-::. ·:. ~, . . 
tions of aerial life are probably the cause of this transforma-
tion', since the . flapping grallae, like the la,pwing·" woodcock and 
bUstards are provided with very large winga, only the tips of 
which taper like the wings of other flapping birds. 
Experiments with which I am now engaged have already convinc-
ed me that the explanations just given of the causes of the vari-
ations in the shape of the wings are not simply theoretical. By 
means of modifications in the wings of birds, I have been able to 
comprehend, in fact, that the wing shapes are due to the action 
of the surrounding med.h.U!l or to the kind of motions, since the 
reactions occasioned by the motions of the wings result in taper-
ing them in whole or in part. 
The wings of birds present other peculiarities. They are 
all concave underneath in all directions. The longitudinal con-
cavity, although quite decided, is never very great, since its 
radius is very long in all species. The transverse concavity, on 
the contrary, is very variable. On the under side, a wing shows, 
in front, a rather narrow resisting plane surface, averaging about 
a third of the width of the wing on birds with narrow wings and a 
fourth on birds with wide Wings. 
Then come the wing feathers, which are always curved down-
ward and form a greater or smaller angle with the first plane, be-
coming more obtuse toward the body. For most birds, this angle 
is very large, as shown by No.2 on Figure 6{ ~nd by the following 
table, the angle being measured at the middle of the forearm. 
Seri.es A 
Albatros (palmipedes, soarer) 
Bar-tailed godwi -t _.( grallae, flapper) 
Grebe (palmipedes, flapper) 
Gannet (palmipedes, soarer) 
Series B 
Heath-grous e (gallinae, flapper) 
Crane (grallae, flapper-glider) 
Pigeon (columbae, flapper) 
Magpie (passeres, flapper) 
Ja~kdaw (corvidae, flapper-glider) 
Degrees 
120 
138 
129 
122 
148 
150 
155 
155 
156 
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Series B (Cont.) 
Tawney owl (night raptores, flapper-glider) 
Goatsucker (passeres, flappet-glider) 
Hobby-hawk (day raptores, flapper~giider~ 
Buzzard (day raptores, soarer) 
l58 
160 
160 
160 
On the contrary, for the aquatic species living in strong 
currents of air, this angle is much smaller, always less ' than 
140°. It is also smaller near the body. On large soarere, like 
the albatros and gannet, this angle is 1200 at the elbow, which 
causes the wing in this vicinity to appear strongly arched down-
ward (Fig. 6, No.1) and presents, because of its narrowness, the 
form of a gutter, on which the action of the wind is very effi-
cacious. 
Bird wings vary, moreover, in thickness, according to the 
group and consequently the method of flight. In cross-section, 
a wing shows a sharp front edge, a concavity on the under side 
and a convexity on top which at first rises quite abruptly and 
then descends in an elongated arc 7 after making a larger or 
smaller angle, A~ . this point there occurs the greatest thickness, 
which is greater at the elbow than at the wrist, as indicated by 
the following figures. 
Albatros (palmipedes, soarer) 
Golden Eagle (day raptores, soarer) 
Goshawk(day raptores, flapper-glider) 
Pigeon (columbae, flapper) 
Winter teal (palmipedes, flapper ) 
Curlew (grallae, flapper) 
Litorn thrush (passeres, flapper) 
Swift (passeres, flapper-glider) 
Gray partridge (gallinae, flapper) 
Humming bird (passeres, vibrater) 
Thickness of wing divide~ 
by cube root of weight. 
A t elbow 
O. 35 
0.28 
O. 26 
0,26 
0.24 
0.22 
0.21 
0.16 
0.16 
0.13 
At wrist 
O. 30 
0.25 
0,19 
0.17 
0.18 
0.16 
O. 14 
0.13 
0.09 
0.07 
An examination of the above table shows that s.carers have 
very thick wings, as compared with other birds, the albatros 
having the thickest. On the contrary, land flappers, like the 
gallinae and passeres, have the thinnest wings. The dimensions 
of bird tails are important. The tail is not always an organ of 
flight. For some species it serves chiefly as an ornament. On 
other species, like the wagtail, it serves for balancing when the 
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bird is movihg on the ground. Usualiy , however, it serves chief-
ly as a rudder during fli ght. j~ al~o serves as a stabilizer 
during flight and as a bra ke in aiighting" Its shape is general~ 
ly that of the sector of a ci~ole) W~08e center lies at the 
point of inter.section of the ·;;a1l feath8rs and whose ci±ct;mfer·-
ence is more or less curved. Some species, however, have a bi· · 
fur ca ted tail whi ch is C0TI.S tarltly in motion, due to the inces s::wt 
turns made by these birds . These motions account for the shape 
of the tail of the kite, swift, tern, friga te-bird, etc., whicll 
fly with frequent and rapid evolutions. 
:t have been able to obtain useful information from the thcl'-
ough study I have made of the dimensions of bird tails. I have 
weighed the tail feathers, measured the length and determined thn 
area of each tail by spreading it out full width, taking care to 
leave the feathers overlapping as in nature. I have compared 
these data with the weight, length and area of the body in or del" 
to obtain comparable figures. I have also determined the ratio 
between the wing surface and the tail surface. Since I have onl y 
studied birds whose tails play no ornamental role, the ratios 
given in the following table retain all their interest from the 
viewpoint of flight. 
Relative Relative Relative Ratio of 
length weight area wing area 
of tail of tail of tail to 
tail are:1, 
Series A. 
Raptores, 
Raptores, 
Columbae, 
Corvidae, 
Passeres, 
Passeres, 
Gallinae, 
Raptores, 
Gallinae, 
day, flapper-gliders 2.4 10.3 6. 3 2.8 
night, /I 
flappers 
flapper-gliders 
" 
flappers 
It 
day, soarers 
flappers 
Series B. 
Palmipedes, soarers 
Grallae, flappers 
Palmipedes, swimmer-flappers 
Palmipedes, diver-flappers 
Grallae, flapper-gliders 
2.0 
1.9 
2. 6 
3.0 
2. 2 
1.2 
2,7 
1. 2 
1.7 
1.2 
0.9 
O. 8 
1. 3 
5. 2 4.1 5,5 
8.5 4. 2 3, 1 
7.3 6. 1 3, 1 
7.9 5.9 3,4 
6. 5 3.9 3. 7 
2,4 1.9 4. 9 
11. 0 7.6 3, 7 
2,4 1.9 4.9 
4. 3 2.5 7,4 
1. 9 1.9 7.4 
1. 4 0.9 9.0 
1.2 O. 7 9. 6 
1,9 2.0 12.6 
From this table we see that there are two distinct series 
of birds; 
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1. Seties A, composed of land species, for which the various 
tail ratios , although val' iable1j are aiways q"u.fte lal'ge. 
2 .. Series B , aquatic birds, accustomed to strong winds. 
The g~oups are a lso classifled in a similar manner for stud-
y ing the acui ty of t he wings. These differences are clearly il-
lustrated by the accompanying figure. 
Consequently ;, a flying machine, constructed on the model of 
a soaring bird of prey , should, at certain mordents of fli ght and 
especially in landing, ha ve at its disposal a tail surface of 
2,. 5 sq.m. for a wing surface of 10 sq.m. A machin~ desi gned for 
flight above water, after the manner of the soaring palmipedes, 
should, on the other hand, have a considerably smaller tail sur-
face, about 1.4 sq. m. for a wing su~face of 10 sq.m. 
On the whole, the relative lengths, weights and areas are 
classified in a nearly identical manner. The soaring raptores, 
for example, which have the largest wing surface, have the great-
est length, the greatest weight and the greatest relative tail 
surface. 
The soaring palmipedes) however, have a heavier tail than is 
suitable, as they also have heavy and thick wings in proportion 
to the extent of their wing surface, by reason of their manner 
of flight. Their wings, i n fact, need to offer a certain resist-
ance to the winds they ut i lize for supporting themselv es in' the 
air. Moreover (and this comes to the support of my distinction 
between the factors causing the almost identical narrowness of 
the wings of certain flappers, like the hobby-hawks, s wifts and 
humming-birds, and aquatic birds, like t he soaring palmipedes ) 
the tqils are large and well developed on the former, but small 
on the latter. This goes to show that it is probably the action 
of the winds which has reduced the width of the wings and the 
length of the tails of these aquatic birds. 
Lastly, we note that diving birds have very short tails , 
shorter than the tails of other birds frequenting the s hores and 
marshes, but not leading an aquatic life. It is known that t he 
posterior extremi ties of fishes are t apered.. This t apering is 
the result of the eddying action of the water. I have shown 
that this shaping by water is exerted on diving birds in the same 
manner, tapering the posterior portion of their bodies and re-
ducing the length and wei ght of their tail feathers, often to the 
point of almost complete annihilation , both in the palmi pides and 
grallae and the diving passeres, such as the kingfis hers, 
the relative length of whose tails is only 1.1, although the av-
erage among other passeres is 2.3, 
On examining the muscles used by birds in flying, we find 
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the same general dispositi~n~ as in the muscles attached to the 
front limbs of other verteb:ra tes. But det'tain of them, whi ch 
playa veiy i mportant role in the mot i on of the wings, app~ar to 
have under gone. an abno:rrnal developmen'c. These are the large 
pe ctoral, whi ah gives "Ghe downward stroke of the wing, and the 
small pectoral, which serves to raise it. 
Tatin raised t he ques tion as to whether the wing area per 
kilogram of btrd, which is relatively small on large birds, does 
not necessitate excessive muscular work. ' He did not think so, 
since he believed that t he weight of the muscles utilized in 
flight always bears a nearly constant ratio to the weight of the 
body~ about a sixth on the average, with very few exceptions , the 
same a$ Legal and Reichel found. Moreover, the works of the l a t-
ter led to the beli ef th.at the wings could be raised without any 
muscular effort . This is wha,t Harey and Tatin called the pas-
sive lift of the wing, dur ing which the dOWTIward-stToke muscles 
themselves worked, in order to soften the ascent which , without 
this moderating influence, WOUld, they believed, sometimes be 
too sudden. 
I t .seemed ·useful to me, howeve r , t o find whether the pecto-
ral muscles, sq w~ll deve l oped on birds, do not pres ent d iffer-
ences in weight, according to the various methods of fli ght. 
I also endeavored to go into the problem in detail. The inves-
t igations I made on the weight of t he pectorals led to conclusiorB 
differing from t hose of "my predecessors, as shown by the fo llow-
ing table. 
Raptores, night, 
Mean w 
of 
body 
grams 
flapper-gliders 530.7 
Palmipides, soarers 1608.4 
Raptores, day, soar ers · 1402. 7 
~orvidae, flapper - gIlders 325.6 
Grallae, n 2614.1 
Raptores, day, II 413. 7 
Passeres, flappers . 34. 7 
TI , flapper-gl .iders 35.0 
Palmipedes, swimmer-
flappers 966.6 
Grallae, flappers 246.9 
Gallinae" 699.0 
Columbae II 326. 3 
Palmiped~s, diver-flapperg~836. 8 
t Rela tive 
wt. of 
large 
iPe ct orals 
IJ.6. 6 
123. 5 
135. 3 
135. 3 
152. 0 
170 .. 0 
175.0 
177. 5 
185.0 
195. 0 
195. 5 
233.6 
135.0 
Relative 
wt. of 
small 
pectorals 
6.8 
10~ 9 
7. 3 
10.5 
14.4 
8. 3 
17.1 
14~ 9 
20.9 
27.0 
61.6 
39.5 
21. 2 
Relative 
wi ng area 
25.2 
.21. 3 
26.7 
19.0 
23.8 
18.1 
14.3 
19. 0 
8.5 
1 2. 4 
8. 1 
11. 9 
6. 4 
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We find that the relative weight of the small pectorals var-
ies, on the whole, like that of the ' large pectorals and that, 
moreover, the same as there are groups more or less well equipped 
with wings, thete are also groups more or less well provided 
with muscles, with this peculiarity, that the best rigged with 
wings have the poorest musc~es. We learned in physiology that 
the wotk of whidh a muscle is capable is proportional to its 
weight. We find, in fact, that the strength of ~uscles is pro-
portional to their size, i.e. to the number of fibers they 
contain. 
The inverse ratio which exists, on the whole, between the 
weight of the pectoral muscles and the relative wing area is 
moreover very easily explained. Flappers (passeres, grallae, 
palmipedes, gallinae and columbae) have a rather small ot very 
small wing area, They ca ~ support themselves in the air only 
by flapping their wings more or less rapidly. Their down-stroke 
muscles are well developed, by reason of the expenditure , of the 
muscular energy required by this method of flight. The same 
holds true for the flapper-gliders. The size of the large pec-
torals is in proportion to the rapidity of the strokes. They 
are small on the night raptores, which flap slowly and glide fre-
quently. They are very much enlarged on the passeres like the 
martins which fly by means of very rapid strokes separated by 
longer or shorter periods of gliding. 
Soarers, on the contrary, flap only to ascend or suppert 
themselves, when there is no wind. Most of the time they soar 
by utilizing ascending or horizontal winds or glide through the 
air with their wings extended and without the least stroke. The 
muscular effort being small in all cases, the large pectorals 
are less powerful. As regards the small pedorals, the same 
reasoning applies to the soarers. On the latter, these muscles 
are small, because most of the time the wings are motionless and 
also because their lifting may be considered as automatic, on 
account of their large area. On birds with small wings, the 
weight of the small pectorals, on the contrary, is ten times as 
great as on soaring birds. Furthermore, although the up-stroke 
muscles of the latter average twenty times smaller than the 
down-stroke muscles, they are not over three times as small, for 
example, on the gallinae. Lifting the wing tberefore requires 
a great muscular effort when the wings are small, this being true 
even for birds which fly scarcely at all, like the troglodytes 
or rarely like the diving palmipedes. Their down-stroke muscles 
are partially atrophied, but their up- stroke muscles are large 
enough to lift the wings during their rare flights. 
In 1911 I explained the inverse ratio existing between the 
motive power of birds and the size of their wings. For birds, 
as well as for airplanes, small wings necessitate a large motive 
power, but with one point of difference. Hitherto the improve-
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ments in engine Cohstrudtion have con duced to the idea that the 
best airplane is the one propelled by the most powerful engine 
and oapable of carrying the heaviest load. On the contrary, 
soaring birds, which are the best fliers, have the smallest mot-
ive power and carry the smallest load. 
The master section of a bird is sna.ped very much like that 
of a fish. There is, in both, an inversion of the body, i.e. 
a compression in front in the horizontal plane and a compression 
in the rear in the vertical plane. The master section of a bird . 
projected on the vertical plane or on the horizontal plane also 
has therefore the shape of a parabolic curve. If the bird is 
laid on its side, the summit of the curve is toward the head in 
the vicinity of the greatest width of the body ~hich is always 
located at the posterior part of the shoulder joint and on the 
axis of ~he body, i.e. on the straight line between the beak and 
the tail. The horizontal plane, passing through this axis, di-
vides the body into two very unequal parts. The ventral part is 
much the larger and the branch of the master section belonging 
to it is much the longer. When the bird is laid on its back, 
the summit of the curve i s , on the contrary, situated on the 
ventral line toward the tail and both branches are equal. 
The shape and, consequently, the position of this master 
section also vary with the manner of flight. Its projection on 
the horizontal plane is a parabolic curve whose branches are 
very divergent and whose summit is very much in front of the 
body proper on soarers and flapper-gliders. For flappers, this 
projection presents an elongated form. The branches, originat-
ing near the shoulder jOints, extend backwards with the for~a­
tion of an acute an~le and join on the ventral line near the mid-
dle of the body, barely in front of the middle of the wings. 
1he master section is therefore in front of the body in birds of 
small motive power and much farther back in those of great mot-
ive power (Fig. 8) . 
~e general s hape of a bird's body very evidently resembles 
the shape of a f ish. Both the body and the wing are thicker in 
front a nd tap ered toward the rear, this conformation being part fu 
ula~ly noticeable in all raptores and passeres with their feath-
ers on. It is less striking, though still evident, on other 
birds, because of the elongation of the neck. The ratio of the 
length of the neck to the cube root of the weight of the body 
varies in fact fr om 1.5 t o 2.2 on land birds, while it exceeds 3 
and even 4 on aquatic birds, so that the portion of the bird si t --
uated in front of the wings is at most equal to a quarter or a 
third of the total length of the bird on land species, but to a 
half and even more on aquatic and shore birds. The elongation 
observed on the latter, which is simply the consequence of an 
adaptation, not to a method of flight but to ~ particular kind 
of life, has resulted in modifying slightly the general shape of 
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the body~ the larger end of wh1c~ ha~ become elongated a~d coni-
cal. 
I have also determined the location of the center of gravjt} 
of my birds. For th:.s purpose, I employed variOU8 methods, ~vh::' c ; . 
I cannot des crtbe Del'e. I have found that the ce:J .. ~er of gravi- Ly > 
whl eh is alwaY8 e i -eua. ted pI'acti cally in -Gl1e ve:::-tl (',al plane paGs '-
ing through the l~:"'lFSi tudln&.l axis ~ is c~m8eq lle:ltly placed far 
forward on soa:re:ro 8,nd fl<:,.pper-gliders and u!'.lol'l farther back on 
flappers,. In the former, it alwa,ys corresponds to the front 
third of the wings and is nearer the front si~th in the best fli-
ers. In flappers, on the contrary, it is nea~ly opposite the 
middle of the wings and approaches the . line joining 'their middl~ 
points in proportion as they are poorer fliers (Figures lK and.l'tL 
Moreover, the cente~ of gravity alwa,ys lies below the longi tudi--, 
nal axis and a little above the middle of the greatest thickness 
of the body in birds of small motive power and slightly below 
the middle in those with large motive power. 
The length of this article and the data given on the charac-
teristics of bird flight were necessary in order to render evi-
dent the inferences affecting aviation. Althougb it might have 
seemed important to endeavor to determine the dimensions of an 
airplane possessing the chara~eristics of a soaring, gliding or 
flapping bird, we did not ha-ve recourse ~ in 1913, for the COIl-
struct10n of airplan.es~ to the data which could be furnished by 
the study of bird.s . The extensive comua:riso:"18 I ha.ve made be-
tween the various groups have shown me-that it wouJ.d be possible 
to utilize for this purpose the figures given by nature, in 
spi te of the great differences in weight be -i;ween birds and air-
planes. In the course of my researches on b~_l.'d flight, I have 
found that the characteristics of birds vary acco~ding to whethe~ 
they practice flapping, gliding or soaring flight. These char-
acteristics are so similar for individuals with the same manner 
of flight, whatever may be their weight , that there is, so to 
speak, a constant for each dimension. It is therefore logical 
to suppose that, since a bird of 10 grams, belong~ng to a cert3.ir\ 
group, has relative dimensions very similar to those of anoth~r 
individual of the same group weighing 10000 grams, the same pIl~­
ciple would hold true if there were birds weighing 100000) 500000 
or 1000000 grams. 
The method I have employed in studying birds has enabled me 
to obtain homogeneous ratios and to make useful comparisons. I 
have, in fact J compared the weight of the wings wit t the weight 
of the body~ the length or width of the wings or tail with the 
cube root of the weight of the body, the area of the wings or 
tail with the cube root of the weight raised to the second power, 
according to the general 'forDula AlB = a, in which A repre-
sents the dimension, the weight, or the area under consideration ; 
~3 =~~e weight of the bird, its length furnished by the formula 
J P, or its surface area obtained with the aid of the formula 
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:..fi7, P being expressed in gram~, and lastly the desired ratio. 
Under these conditions the determinat ion of the characteris~ , 
tics of a monopl3.ne becomes very easy. If it is to resemble a. 
soaring raptor~ for example, we know the ratio, namely, tpe mean 
ratio I have found for each of the relative dimensions of the 
raptor. B is also known, since it is the weight of the project-
ed airplane in flying order. Consequently we may obtain A, 
i.e. the actual dimensions or areas, on multiplying B bya. I 
thus calculated, in 1913, the dimensions of an ideal monoplane, 
the weight of which in flying order would be 500 kg, a common 
weight at that time. I imparted these results to the academy of 
sciences. I showed that this method ha.d the advantage of ena1i-
ling, by! starting from birds, the calculation of the exact dimen-
sions of any airplane, according to the weight desired. I also 
indicated that, as regards all its characteristics, such a mono-
plane would not differ so much as one might think from monoplanes 
now in use. Anyway, my researches brought out the fact that an 
airplane thus constructed would be much shorter' than the ones 
then in use. 
After having counseled a shortening of the fuselage on the 
basis of the results of my ' resear ches, I had the satisfaction of 
seeing constructors make their airplanes s horter. The Ponnier 
monoplane, which partiCipated in the Gordon-Bennett contest in 
1913 and took second prize J was the first application , as well as 
the confirmation, of my data. Franz Reichel recounted the re -
sults in the Figaro of September 30, 1913, under conditions which 
I will quote here, because it proves that t he study of birds may 
enable improvements in the design and construction of airplanes. 
"New and marvelous exploits have been accomplished today. 
The contest was exciting, because there suddenly arose an unex-
pected rival from Prevos~. Emile V~drines, who, this morning in 
an official trial of his Ponnier monoplane, made a speed of 202 
kilometers per hour by flying over thc 10 km course in 2' 58", 
The performance . made a sensation. It disturbed the peace of the 
Deperdussin camp, to ''iThich its easy victory in the elimination 
contest had given a very natur3.l confidence. The following are 
the conditions, under which the two airplanes, equally resplend-
ent in their spruceness and the perfection of their lines (the 
Deperdussin all gilded, the Ponnier all white) presented them-
selves at the starting place. The Deperdussin had 9 sq.m. of 
wing surface and a 160 HP Gnome engine weighing 650 kg in flying 
order. The Ponnier had a wing area of 8 sq.m. and a 160 HP Gnome 
engine, Both were equipped with Chauviere propellers. , The Pon-
nier possesses an interesting peculiarity. It has a ' length of 
only 5.5 meters and is the shortest of all. Its designer, Pagny, 
was led to give it this length as the result of the researches 
of Mr. Magnan who, after observing hundreds of birds and studying 
their dimensions, found that, in comparison, airplanes had fuse-
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lages much too long ih proport'ion to the width of the 1Vings and 
demonstrated that, in pas ~ing from natuze to the artificial, it 
would be best by the appl ication of the former to the latter, to 
give the tail of an airplane a length not exceeding twice the 
width of the wings. " 
The objection might be made that such comp~risons b~tween 
birds and airplanes r est , among other things, on an extrapola-
tion whi ch is perhaps not justified, being based first on the 
ancient affirmation that birds above a certain size are incapa-
ble of flight . Some wri t ers have, in fact, claimed that large 
birds are in a manifest condition of inferiority in comparison 
with others) as regards their aptitude for flight, by reason of 
the re l ative diminution of wing surface with increased weight of 
body, a law of which I have demonstrated the lack of accuracy in 
the proper sense of the word, since it is only the result of a 
mathematical artifice. The same writers, for the purpose of il- ' 
lustrating this hypothesis, mention the ostrich, which weighs up 
to 75 kg. Small species are known, however, which do not fly at 
all" like the apteryx, or which fly very Ii ttle, like the trog-
lodytes. The reason resides not in the question of wei ght, but 
in the adaptation to a particular kind of life , whicn has gradu~ 
ally eliminated the necessity of flight . Furthermore, there ex-
isted, in the cretaceous period, large pterodactyls and pterano-
dons, which lived in America and attained a wing span of 9 met-
ers. Their conformation indicates that they flew after the man-
ner of bats. I have measured the span a nd weight of bats and 
have divided the span by\ the cube root of the weight and found 
a mean ratio of 13.5. Under these conditions, by employing my 
formula AlB = a, the wei ght of the pteranodons should be about 
287 kg. There have therefore existed fliers weighing nearly 300 
k~ Perhaps there have also been birds even heav ier and ca~able 
of flight, of which we do not know. The non-existence, at the 
present time, of such heavy fliers, does not therefore depend on 
the impossibility of flight of large animals, but on other 
causes . Hence I have the right to extrapolateo The comparison 
of a bird with an airplane would appear also as an error to other 
writers who, durtng the course of their investigations on birds, 
have not wished to take the time for lengthy observations, ne-
ces sitating long trips, and are satisfied to talk of common spe-
cies, pigeons and other flappe r s. Obviously, with such models, 
they can only reach unfavorable conclusions regarding the con-
struction of flyin g machines in imitation of these b irds. There 
c~n be , in fact, in the present state of our knowledge, no ques-
tl0n of designing flying machines capable of producing wing 
strokes as powerful as those made by all the continuous flappers. 
It is well to note that a monoplane with a powerful engine 
an~ a small wing area is the enlarged image of a grouse or par-
trldge and moves through the air in a similar manner. Not only 
a r e the dimensions, given these airplanes by their builders , sim-
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ilar to those I obtained in passing from the gallinae to airplane~ 
as may be seen by an examination of Figure ~l~~ but even the man-
ner of flight does not differ so muoh as one might be led to be-
lieve. Grouse, partridge artd tacing monoplane, each have an enor-
mous motive power, which c6ntr&1, it is true, different means of 
propulsion, but which produce identical results. In fact, such 
birds and airplanes advan ce in the same manner and also glide in 
the same manner betweeh two spurts of the engine or at the in-
stant of landing, due to the speed acquired. 
I consider, however, that there are other types of birds 
which it is preferable to copy, because they support themselves 
in the air by means more wi thin the power of man. These are the 
soarers, which flap their wings the least possible and in whi ch 
the expenditure of motive force is always small, due to the util-
ization of the forces of nature placed at their disposal. By 
Snd~ing a 750 kg airplane, for example, (Figure II) with the 
characteristics of a soaring raptor, we give it the qualities re-
quired for flight over land, for soaring on an ascending wind and 
for long glides. We are not ex~rapolating in an unjustifiable 
manner, for there is no reason to distinguish between a large 
monoplane and an eagle gliding through the air unde.r the same con-
ditions. If it is desired, on the contrary, to fly against strong 
winds, we must have air~aft designed for . this purpose. We must 
then copy other types of birds accustomed to fly in the midst of 
squalls, which the raptores cannot do. We must pattern after tHe 
soaring sea birds. 
All this goes to prove that comparisons between birds and 
airplanes cannot be made at random. It is a matter, above all, 
of making many observations in nature and subsequent logical ap-
plications, with a precision only obtained as the · result of many 
observations, many measurements and much reflection. 
All the considerations led me to think, in 1913, that avia-
tion should be possible in another way than that of airplanes 
with powerful engines. I began by experimenting with a small air-
plane I had designed by copying the characteristics of certain 
birds like the soaring raptores. I tested the possibility of fly-
ing with such an airplane with the aid of a propeller driven by 
pedals and came to the conclusion that this manner of flight was 
impracticable, owing to the insufficiency of the power developed 
by the leg muscles. I decided that muscular force must be aban-
doned and that it would be better to take advantage of na~ura~ 
forces placed at our disposal, as well as at the disposal of 
birds .~ . Whence the idea of soaring after the manner of sea birds, 
r then calculated the dimensions of an airplane possessing the 
characteristics of the latter and designed one for soaring in a 
horizontal wind. April 16, 1914, I exhibited this airplane to th t 
tbngres des Societes Savantes" and stated the conclusions I had 
drawn from my first experiments. I consider it interesting to re·· 
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peat this Communication , whic~ was moreover publiahed, in large 
part, in the "Journal Off icial" of Aptil 17, 1914. 
"A New Machine Enabling Man to Practice Soaring Flight. " 
"Soaring fli ght is a sort of continuous glide, executed by 
a bird without flapping his wings, in which he does not appea r 
to utilize acquired speed and in the course of which he does not 
descend in the proper s ense of the word. Sea birds, especially, 
practice this kind of flight almost exclusively. I have stunied 
the evolutions of many soaring birds, particularly of the gannet, 
which usually describes circles or more or less perfect eights. 
They fly against the wind for awhile, during which they always 
ascend. Then, after turning, they let themselves glide through 
the air with the wind in their rear. They then repeat this pro-
gram. These birds can soar, however, only when tne wind is ap-
preciable. When the wind is quite strong and continuous, but 
reinforced at intervals, the most perfect soaring flight can be 
observed. 
"When a gust arri ves, the strength of the wind increases up 
to a maximum, after which it decreases to a period of relative 
calm, which lasts till the succeeding gust. I have noticed that 
the soaring palmipides always present their beak to the wind when 
flying against the wind, as soon as a gust begins and as long as 
the force of the wind increases. During this period they are al-
ways ascending, but as soon as the force of the wind decreases, 
they turn their tails to the wind and glide through the air with 
an appreciable loss in altitude. There is in this connection an 
important inference, which I have drawn from my observations and 
experiments and which must be taken into account, in order to ac-
complish soaring flight. 
"Many times man has attempted to imitate soaring birds. In 
my opinion, however, ther e is only one experimenter, Lilienthal, 
who can hold our attention. In spite of thousands of experiments, 
however, he could fly onl y very short distances by utilizing as-
cending air currents. I desired to attempt experiments of t his 
kind anew. I cons idered that the ideal method would be, first of 
all, to design a flying machine on the exact lines of a soaring 
sea bird. In a recent communication to the Academy of Sciences 
on the characteristi cs of sea birds, I summarized the various 
numerical data pertaining to the soaring birds I have been able 
to study. I showed also that it is possible to apply the dimen-
sions of birds to airplanes. By employing the formula which I 
then explained, I was able to calculate, for a given weight, the 
dimensions and surface areas of airplanes, which I considered a s 
alone enabling flights against the wind. These data are contain~ 
ed in the following table. 
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Weight of airplane l,{g. 80 90 100 Ibs. 176.37 198. 42 220.46 
Wing area sq.-+;'. 3, 52 3,79 4.07 sq. ft. 37,89 40.79 43. 81 
Weight of wings kg. l5~ 56 17,50 19. 45 Ibs. 34.30 38. 58 42. 88 
Span m. 6.02 6. 27 6.49 ft. 19.75 20.57 21. 29 
Chord of wing m. 0.75 0.78 0.81 ft. 2.46 2. 56 2.66 
Length of tail m. 0.77 0.80 0.83 ft. 2.53 2.62 2.72 
Weight of tail kg~ 3,68 4. 14 4. 16 lbs. 8.11 9, 13 9.17 
Ares. of tail sq. m. 0.42 O. 46 0.49 sq. ft. 4. 52 4.95 5. 27 
Length of airplane .;:m. 2.49 2. 59 2.69 ft. 8, 17 8. 50 8.-83 
-
I1These figures are sus ceptible of direct app11ca'tion, as 
regards such airplanes . The very short fuselage is perfectly 
feasible. I have already experimented with a light airplane, of 
the soaring sea b1rd type, weighing 80 kg, with very character-
istic results. Such an airplane, launched on an inclined plane 
bent upward at its lower end, usually fa~ls to the ground aftei 
a rather short bounce, if the launching against the wind is made 
without method and ptecision. On the contrary, it · can be made 
to ascend, if the launching takes pi~tle ~t the moment when a 
gust begins ana the force of the wind is increasing. But I soon 
found oUt that, while it is important to design a machine, it is 
also important to know how to manage it. It is necessary to 
learn how to fly such a machire, the same as to ride a bio1cle 
or to swim. I actually constructed a soaring airplane weighing 
150 kg~ pilot included, on the plan of a sea bird of the alba-
tros type. Like t he latter, the airplane had very tapering 
wings, with a certain degree of elasticity at their trailing 
edges. The ratio of the span to the width of the wing was very 
great and the tail was considerably shortened. I also gave the 
wings great thickness and the shape of a gutter, the rear third 
being bent downward at an angle of about 60 degrees. Lastly, I 
provided the airplane with a spreading tail, so as to try to imi -
tate the maneuvers of certain birds which, by giving contrary 
angles of incidence to their wings and tail, remain a long time 
in the air without making other motions and which can even, due 
to this disposition, remain stationary for a moment. I am pub-
lishing all these detail~ with the hope of influencing a few truG 
pilots to undertake, like myself, flights against the wind, 
while not concealing the difficulties they will encounter at 
first, before attaining complete success in soaring flight. 11 
I was finally able to make several trials before the war 
with an airplane weighing 150 kg in flying order and represented 
in Figure 12i:, · I succeeded once in raising myself directly from 
the ground, but under such adverse conditions that I capsized a.nd. 
smashed everything. This was the obligatory end.ing of my ex.per-
iments, as I had no private funds for continuing them. The whoJ t: 
press then told the story of my experiments. Seven years latE)): 
the Germans successfully took up soaring flight with flying ma-
chines, some of which were very similar to the one 1 exhibited ~( 
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the Congres des Sooietes Savantes" in 1914. If I had b~d at my 
dispocal the funds p~aced at the ru.sposal off the Germans in 1920 
and J.921 , it would ha.ve been in France and not in Germany th~;l.t 
tbe f:LJ:s-G soar~Lg fJ.lgh ·~s would have been made, if :r CE~n jUtis'e by 
the nlL"'nel'Ou.s prcposa.ls made to me then by pilota who reccgniz6d 
the i IDpol'tance of this mannel' of flight. 
In any event~ though my experiments did not enable ' me, fo~ 
lack of fur..ds:t to accompl ish real soaring flights and only prov,-
ed to me the posaibl1ity of rising against the wind!) they demon-
str~ted to me the necessity of combining three conditions, in or-
de:- to iTIake sOeJ..ring flights . It is necessary to have a wind in-
terrupted by gU3C8 and make use of them i!l the right way .. It is 
also necessa ry to have an airplane designed for such flights s,nd 
with a shape as similar as pOSsible to that of a soaring sea bird. 
La.s -[;ly , it is nec essai'y to have a rilot who knows how to manage 
such an airpl ane. Those who would undertake soaring flights must 
satisfy thems elves that neither of these conditions is l?-cking, 
if they are t o be successful. If their airplanes do not possess 
the requisite quali ties , they cannot soar , Unless the pilot en-
de~vors to gain altituue by the method I have indicated, he ca~­
not B,S cend and, if he is not a true pilot, he wiJ.l immediately. oe 
arrested and will capsize~ for here, still mc:re tllan on an orG..1-
nary airplane~ it is necessary to possess reflexes of the firs·t 
order. In short, it is necessary to h&ve both a good pilot an~ 
a good airplane, for the best pilot can do nothing with a fanc1-
fully designed airplane, no~ a poor pilot do anything even with 
an ideal airplane. 
To wish to imitate soaring sea birds and practice soaring 
flight is to seek to make progress in avia'tion and to enlist ~er­
onautic science in the cause of the airplane without any eng lY1B 
or with an engine of small power and i8, consequently, a means of 
obtaining qUickly co;nmerciaJ. communicat.ion at low cost, due to tb c. 
utilization of airc aft which , as soon as they are in the aiT., 
can be piloted without expense for fuel with a speed approaching 
tl!at of express:n'.J.nt30 It also means an early knowledge of the 
ael'odynami c oond.~ tions of flight, which the laboratory alone can-
not give, and t~ru8 pave the way fOI' gl'eat discoveries. It is al ',j! 
and eS~ge cially the 0;1 ~jT way to rendel' aviation accessible to eve ~c .: 
one and ·to 1l1ak.3 . it popular. 
Translated by 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics 
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1. SuJD~_~~;jF!~_ uz;~r~ (C1r~a cy neu : Raptorea. day, soarer. 
2. Dl_~~_~~r!!D (A~~a ~Iua : P r &, !1ap.er-glider. 3. C~p~r_a1~le 
fTu rao' ure llus): G 111nae, fl_ per. 4. al.lrl~iV (. \l!oenhe 3.r~'lB. ua) : 
Jr~11~e, fl~ p~r. 
J 
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The~ reJ.ative s i ~ c~ of t he birds ~Te . retained. 
Series B Series A 
~~----~. ~"'---~-
1.A1b~tros-Palmipede s, soarer . 2.Buzzard-PaptorCG) Gay soarer. 
Fig. 7 . CURVATURE OF WINGS TO MA1~'"ER OF' FLIGHT. 
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d = 3.45 m(11' 3.S"} 
e = 2. 45 "( S' O. 5 1T ) 
f = 0.90 ,,( 2'11.4") 
A day soaring raptor. 
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13.50 m(44' 3. 5 N ) d :::: 2. 30 m( 7 1 6. 6" ) 
L 49 11 ( 4 1 10.6") e :::: 1.54 I' ( 51 0.6" ) 
5.S0 II (191 O. 3") f = L 70 II ( 5' 6.9 n ) 
, d e y~ . J ..-
A soaring pa1mlped. 
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3. 
6.90 Ttl (22' 7. 7 11 ) = L 90 m( 61 2.8 " ) 
1.36 II ( 4' 5,5 11 ) e :::. L 10 " ( 3' 7. 3" ) 
4. . 35 " (14' 3.3 11 ) f :::: 1. 20 II ( 3'11.2 11 ) 
A flapping gallina. 
. , 
Fig.11. SHAPE AND DIMENSIONS OF A ~~ONOPLANE ~EIGHING (1653.5 L ), 
7 S{) KG . TN FLYI NG 0RDF11 AND !:0PYPJG AS ABOVE. 
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